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The Master’s Thesis study evaluates the deployment and performance of a virtual firewall 
appliance in a private cloud setting. The objective was to study virtual firewall technology in 
the perspective of a network service provider. The scope of the study was limited to virtual 
firewall appliance deployment and network throughput benchmarking with various network 
configurations. Other aspects of virtual firewalls, such as security functions, are not dis-
cussed in detail. The benchmarks contained the following virtual firewall use-cases: stateful 
firewall throughput, UTM services throughput, IPSec VPN throughput and SSL VPN through-
put. 
 
As the background for the study, key concepts of virtualization, network virtualization tech-
nologies and network performance testing methods were researched. Also, the current state 
of the network service provider’s firewall product portfolio was analyzed. Based on this back-
ground work, the virtual firewall under test was chosen to be Fortinet’s Fortigate-VM. Then, 
methodology for virtual firewall performance testing was created. The performance meas-
urements were carried out in a laboratory network purpose-built for the case. The laboratory 
network consisted of two server machines and a switch. A Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor was 
installed on one of the servers and virtual network was created. Virtual network consisted of 
virtual firewall appliance, virtual switches and Linux virtual machines. 
 
The results showed that virtual firewall throughput performance was close to that of the same 
vendor’s (Fortinet) low-end physical appliance firewalls. In addition, it was found that virtual 
firewall deployment and configuration was practical and straightforward. No major issues 
were encountered in any part of the deployment. The conclusion was drawn that virtual fire-
wall network performance is feasible and the technology is ready for production use. The 
developed test method will be replicated in other deployment scenarios in the future. In the 
next phase of the virtual firewall productization, the performance of a virtual firewall appli-
ance deployed in Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services public clouds will be evaluated 
using the developed method. 
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BOOTP Bootstrap protocol. Protocol for automatic network configuration. 
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CIR Committed information rate. Bandwidth for a virtual circuit guaranteed by 

the service provider. 

CLI Command-line interface. An interface for issuing commands to computer 
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CPE Customer premises equipment. Device connected to service provider’s 

network located in customer premises. 

CPU Central processing unit. Electronic circuitry that performs computing oper-

ations. 
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device. 

DHCP Dynamic host configuration protocol. Protocol for distributing network con-

figuration parameters. 

DMZ Demilitarized zone. Network segment for hosting services open to the In-

ternet. 

DUT Device under test. Refers to device undergoing functional testing. 
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rate. 



 

 

FDV Frame delay variation. Difference of frame delay between packets. Also 

known as jitter. 

FLR Frame loss ratio. Amount of lost frames in a data transfer. 

FTP Frame transfer protocol. Protocol for transferring files between computers. 

GUI Graphical user interface. An interface for issuing commands to computer 
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NAS Network attached storage. Method for serving files over network with a 
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NAT Network address translation. Method of mapping IP address space to an-

other. 

NIC Network interface controller. Computer component for connecting the com-

puter to network. 



 

 

NSP Network service provider. Business organization providing network access 

services to customers. 

OS Operating system. Computer system software that manages access to 

hardware and software resources. 

PAAS Platform as a Service. Category of cloud computing where application plat-

form is hosted by a service provider. 

RFC Request for comments. Memos developed by Internet Engineering Task-

force containing technical and organizational notes about the Internet. 

SAAS Software as a Service. Subscription based software delivery model where 

software is centrally hosted. 

SAN Storage area network. Network that provides access to a data storage. 
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computer and peripheral devices, such as hard drives. 

SCTP Stream control transmission protocol. Protocol for transporting multiple 
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SGW Security gateway. Refers of NGFW product service provided by network 
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provider and customer. 

SSL Secure sockets layer. Cryptographic protocol for providing communications 

security over networks. Newer version of the protocol is known as transport 
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TCP Transmission control protocol. Part of TCP/IP protocol suite that provides 
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UDP User datagram protocol. Connectionless protocol for transmitting data 

streams in IP networks. 

VID VLAN identifier. Numerical value referring to virtual local area network in-

stance. 

VLAN Virtual local area network. Technology for dividing physical network to sev-

eral logical LAN segments. 

VM Virtual machine. Emulation of computer system created by files. 

VMM Virtual machine monitor. Computer software, firmware or hardware that 

creates and runs virtual machines. Also known as hypervisor. 

VPN Virtual private networking. Method for securely connecting two or more 
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multiple routing tables. 
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1 Introduction 

In modern enterprises and organizations, the network services are concentrated in facil-

ities called “data centers”. The data center facility hosts the physical servers, network 

equipment and other components necessary to produce services. The data center pro-

vider (the company itself or a service provider) manages the physical aspects for the 

hosted equipment, such as electricity, cooling, security and access rights. Network level 

access to the services residing in data centers is controlled by hardware based appli-

ances, network firewalls. Network firewall devices are placed strategically in the data 

center, so that incoming and outgoing network traffic must traverse the firewall before 

reaching its destination. This way the traffic can be inspected and controlled to mitigate 

security risks.  

 

Recently it has been found out that the traditional approach to data center security has 

proven to be inadequate (Hossain, 2014). One important reason for this is that the use 

of virtualization technologies in on-premises data centers has reached great popularity 

and is now the prevalent way of producing network services (Gartner, Inc., 2016). In 

virtualized environments the services are hosted on virtual machines (VMs). Virtual ma-

chines are software equivalents of physical computers. In effect, virtual machines are 

collections of files that represent different parts of physical computers. In a virtualized 

environment a single physical computer server can host several VMs and network traffic 

to and between VMs is often contained to this server.  

 

The problem of the trend in using virtualization technologies is that the traditional network 

firewalls never see the VM to VM traffic. This means that a large part of the enterprise 

traffic is uninspected and uncontrolled, unless the traffic is artificially re-routed to network 

firewall and back (process known as “hair-pinning”) (Hossain, 2014). This fact can open 

up new attack vectors for malicious intruders. Another problem is that because VM to 

VM traffic is not logged in the monitoring systems, the possible security incidents are not 

identified and attacks can continue unnoticed. 

 

To tackle these issues, firewall manufacturers have developed virtual firewalls (VFs). VF 

is a virtual machine that has network firewall capabilities. A VF can be installed on the 

same physical machine as other virtual machines and can be configured so that all traffic 
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to and between virtual machines traverses the virtual firewall. The virtual firewall ap-

proach suggests several benefits over traditional firewalls, for example: 

 

 Faster deployment time 

 Enhanced network security 

 Better visibility to virtual machine traffic 

 

This thesis was done for a Finnish network service provider (NSP). The NSP offers data 

center, hosting, networking and firewall services to its customers. At the moment the 

NSP is using physical next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) to produce its firewall services. 

For customers, two firewall deployment models are offered, cloud-based and CPE-

based. The NSP is not using virtual firewalls in any department yet. For the NSP the 

virtual firewalls could provide new revenue in the form of new services provided to cus-

tomers, offer savings in hardware costs and lower overall firewall maintenance and 

change request work time. However, the virtual firewall technology is rather new and it 

is unclear if the VF can be feasibly deployed to secure virtualized environments. It is also 

unknown if VF network performance is comparable to dedicated hardware firewall appli-

ances. Therefore, there was a need to study virtual firewall technology and establish 

whether this technology is ready for production use.  

 

The goal of this thesis is to establish if virtual firewall technology is mature enough to 

be ready for productization. The aim of the study is to answer the research problem:  

 

Can Virtual Firewall offer similar network performance as cloud-based 

firewall service? 

 

In order to answer to this question this thesis concentrates on the following subjects:  

 

 Virtual firewall appliance deployment in a private cloud  

 Measuring the basic network performance of virtual firewall  

 

Other aspects of this issue, such as network service deployment time, enhancement in 

network security and visibility or the protection of virtualization platform are out the 

scope of the present study. The results of the thesis will act as groundwork for virtual 

firewall service productization. In further phases of the productization process, virtual 

firewalls will be deployed in Microsoft Azure and in Amazon Web Services public cloud 
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environments. The network performance tests are then run on these public cloud envi-

ronments and the results are compared to the performance results obtained in this the-

sis. Next, the composition of the thesis is discussed. First, in chapter two (Background), 

the study introduces the background from the company’s point of view for this case. 

Next, in chapter three (Literary Review), the theoretical background is built in the form 

of a literary review. The literary review discusses key technologies and methods essen-

tial for firewall virtualization and network performance testing. Then, in chapter four 

(Current State Analysis of NSP Cloud Based Firewall Service), the current state of the 

company’s firewall service portfolio is described. The thesis continues with chapter five 

(Solution Needs Analysis), which discusses the solution design and components. Next, 

chapter six (Performance Test Measurements) describes and presents the conducted 

network performance measurements. The measurement results are then analyzed in 

chapter seven (Measurement Analysis). The study ends with chapter eight (Discussion 

and Conclusion), where the study itself and the obtained results are discussed and 

conclusions are presented. 

2 Background 

The NSP is offering various networking services from its data centers for customers. The 

services are produced mainly in two ways: either with dedicated physical appliances, or 

with virtual appliances. Network traffic between customers and services is segregated 

by the use of network virtualization technologies. 

 

When a physical appliance is used to offer the service, its network traffic is forwarded to 

a data center network firewall. In this case, the traffic segmentation is performed with 

Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs). In contrast, when virtual appliances are used to 

offer services, the traffic is routed between VM and data center firewall. In this case the 

traffic is segregated on two levels: on switch and router. On the switch level, the segre-

gation method is Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs). On the router level the segrega-

tion method is Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) tables.  

 

The traffic flow from VM to firewall is rather simple in case the firewall instance dedicated 

for the customer resides in the same data center as the virtualization host. In this case 

there are four hops between a VM and a firewall. In practice, this means configurations 

need to be done in four places: on VM, virtual switch, physical switch and on firewall. 

Figure 1 illustrates the traffic flow in this case. 
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Figure 1 VM to firewall traffic flow in single data center 

In many cases, however, the customer specific firewall instance resides in some other 

data center with the virtualization host. In that event there are eight hops between a VM 

and a firewall. Configurations are needed at minimum on six places: on VM, virtual 

switch, on both data center’s routers and switches and on the firewall. The traffic flow 

from a VM in one data center to a firewall in another data center is illustrated in Figure 

2. 
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In practice, the networking devices (switches, routers and firewalls) in data centers are 

always redundant, which means configurations can be needed on up to twelve different 

devices. If a Virtual Firewall is used directly on the virtualization host, the traffic flow 

complexity and amount of configuration work could be significantly reduced. In that case, 

there are two hops from a VM to a Virtual Firewall and three configuration spots: VM, 

virtual switch and Virtual Firewall. VM to Virtual Firewall traffic flow is depicted in Figure 

3. 

Figure 2 VM to firewall traffic flow between data centers 
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As it seems that using Virtual Firewalls would offer important advantages over traditional 

network firewalls, it is interesting for the NSP to study the VF technology more closely.  

Good network performance is fundamental to any networking service and for that reason, 

performance evaluation was chosen as the paradigm for this study. The goals of this 

study are to: 

 

1. Study network virtualization and network testing methods and analyse how Vir-

tual Firewall network performance could be tested 

2. Analyse current state of NSP cloud firewall services 

3. Establish the metrics to be tested 

4. Create a repeatable test methodology that can be used to evaluate private and 

public cloud deployments 

5. Build a private cloud test deployment 

6. Measure and evaluate the network performance of a VF 

 

The obtained results will be utilised in the company as groundwork for virtual firewall 

service productization. 

Figure 3 VM to virtual firewall traffic flow 
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3 Literary Review 

 

To build theoretical background for the study, the key concepts of virtualization, network 

virtualization technologies and network performance testing methods are discussed in 

the following sections. 

 

3.1 Virtualization in Computing 

 

Virtualization is a broad concept that in the context of computing generally means creat-

ing an entity that logically functions like physical resource, but actually only appears this 

way to the user. The term virtualization should not be confused with term cloud compu-

ting as these are different concepts (Josyula, et al., 2011, p. 3).  

 

Resource virtualization in computing was first developed by IBM in the 1960s. At that 

time computing was centralized to large mainframe computer. Mainframe computing was 

time consuming as only one user could use the system at a time. To resolve this problem 

IBM invented time-sharing technology, which allowed several users to have access to 

the same mainframe computer at the same time. After mainframe computing time, in the 

1980s, the x86 computing moved again towards distributed model. This trend started to 

shift again towards the centralized model in the 1990s, as the performance of x86 based 

servers increased to the level where most of the computing power of the servers was not 

utilized anymore. This excess capacity issue caused pressure to find a way of using 

computing resources more economically. Virtualization has been proven to be the an-

swer to this issue. First version of x86 server virtualization was created by company 

called VMWare Inc. in 1999 (Brodkin, 2009). 

 

It should be noted that because of the nature of virtualization technology the reference 

materials used for this thesis are largely produced by companies developing virtualiza-

tion products. These reference materials were chosen because they offer the latest view 

on technology and also the amount of completely vendor independent information is 

scarce and often outdated. In this chapter type-1 and type-2 hypervisor differences and 

aspects are discussed in section Virtualization Types, then technical concepts essential 

to hypervisors are discussed in sections Isolation, Efficiency, Resource Control and 

Emulation. 
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3.1.1 Virtualization Types 

 

In computing, resource virtualization is most commonly carried out by creation of virtual 

machines. Virtual machine is a software equivalent of physical computer that is an: 

 

 efficient, isolated duplicate of the real machine. (Popek & Goldberg, 1974, 

p. 413) 

  

In order to run virtual machines on real machines, there must be a software layer be-

tween real hardware and virtual machine. This piece of software has been traditionally 

called a virtual machine monitor (VMM). The term has later been replaced with term 

hypervisor. VMM or hypervisor has three essential properties: 

 

1. Provides environment for programs which is essentially 

identical with the original machine. 

2. Programs run on this environment show at worst only mi-

nor decreases in speed. 

3. VMM is in complete control of system resources (Popek & 

Goldberg, 1974, p. 413). 

 

The virtual machine monitor concept is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4 The virtual machine monitor (Popek & Goldberg, 1974, p. 413). 

 

Modern hypervisors can be broadly divided into two categories, type-1 and type-2 hyper-

visors. Next, type-1 and type-2 hypervisor characteristics are discussed in more detail. 
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3.1.2 Type-1 Hypervisors 

 

Type-1 virtualization is also known as full virtualization or bare-metal virtualization. The 

concept for VMM (type-1 hypervisor) was initially introduced in 1974 by Popek and Gold-

berg in their article Formal Requirements for Virtualizable Third Generation Architec-

tures.  

 

In type-1 virtualization all aspects of hardware resources are virtualized and presented 

to virtual machines as if they were “real”. All operating system calls are sent to the virtual 

resource (i.e. to virtual CPU) and these calls are then translated by the hypervisor to the 

underlying physical hardware. (VMWare, Inc, 2007). 

 

A common example of type-1 virtualization is server virtualization. Server virtualization 

means that functions of physical servers are converted to virtual machines (files) and 

these files are then run on dedicated virtualization platforms, hypervisors. Hypervisors 

are in effect servers that are running virtualization software that enables the server re-

sources to be divided between virtual machines. For example, the following resources 

can be virtualized: 

 

- Operating systems 

- Central Processing Units (CPUs) 

- Memory 

- Network interfaces 

- Storage devices. 

 

Figure 5 depicts the differences between physical and virtual servers (Josyula, et al., 

2011, pp. 3-4). 
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Figure 5 Server virtualization example (Josyula, et al., 2011, p. 4) 

 

In this thesis the virtualization platform used is type-1 hypervisor (Microsoft Hyper-V). 

3.1.3 Type-2 Hypervisors 

 

Type-2 virtualization is also known as paravirtualization, or operating system assisted 

virtualization. It is a lightweight virtualization technique that does not require the under-

lying hardware to support virtualization natively. The paravirtualized guest OS however 

needs to be modified to support virtualization. In contrast type-1 virtualization can support 

any OS, as in type-1 virtualization the guest OS is agnostic to virtualization. Paravirtual-

ization hypervisor was first developed for Linux operating system by Xen Project team. 

 

Paravirtualization software creates communication channels between hypervisors and 

guest operating systems by special PV drivers. Interaction between hardware and para-

virtualized guest OS is depicted in Figure 6 (Xen.org, 2015). 
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Figure 6 Paravirtualization driver interaction (VMWare, Inc, 2007) 

 

Because OS kernel needs to be modified to support paravirtualization, the OS support 

for it is limited. For popular OS versions the support is quite comprehensive, for example 

VirtualBox open source virtualization platform version 5.0 supports the following OS’s at 

the time of writing (list from VirtualBox online manual): 

 

- Windows hosts: 

o Windows Vista SP1 and later (32-bit and 64-bit). 

o Windows Server 2008 (64-bit) 

o Windows Server 2008 R2 (64-bit) 

o Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) 

o Windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit) 

o Windows 8.1 (32-bit and 64-bit) 

o Windows 10 RTM build 10240 (32-bit and 64-bit) 

o Windows Server 2012 (64-bit) 

o Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit) 

- Mac OS X hosts (64-bit): 

o 10.8 (Mountain Lion) 

o 10.9 (Mavericks) 

o 10.10 (Yosemite) 

o 10.11 (El Capitan) 

- Linux hosts (32 and 64-bit): 

o Ubuntu 10.04 to 15.04 

o Debian GNU/Linux 6.0 ("Squeeze") and 8.0 ("Jessie") 

o Oracle Enterprise Linux 5, Oracle Linux 6 and 7 
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o Redhat Enterprise Linux 5, 6 and 7 

o Fedora Core / Fedora 6 to 22 

o Gentoo Linux 

o openSUSE 11.4, 12.1, 12.2, 13.1 

o Mandriva 2011 

- Solaris hosts (64-bit): 

o Solaris 11 

o Solaris 10 (U10 and higher) (Oracle, 2016). 

 

Compared to full virtualization, paravirtualization has lower virtualization overhead. 

Lower overhead generally means better performance, but it should be noted that work-

load affects performance greatly. (VMWare, Inc, 2007) 

 

3.1.4 Hypervisor Characteristics 

 

There are four basic charasterictics of hypervisors, isolation, efficiency, resource control 

and emulation. These characteristics are discussed in the following sections. 

3.1.4.1 Isolation 

 

In virtualization, same physical resources are shared by multiple virtual machines. The 

hypervisor software layer is responsible for sharing hardware between different VMs. 

This is done by creating logical partitions of real objects. These logical partitions are then 

conglomerated as instances of virtual objects. An example of this is a hard disk drive 

which can be partitioned to several logical parts which represent parts of the physical 

hard disk (Jithin & Chandran, 2014).  

 

In the virtualized environment each virtual resource dedicated to a VM is isolated from 

other VMs. This is crucial from performance point of view; it prevents one VM consuming 

all server resources. Isolation is also mandatory in security point of view; it guarantees 

that VMs have only access to resources appointed to them which mitigates data leakage 

between VMs. Because of isolation one VM operating system failure has no effect on 

other virtual machines running on the same physical host (VMWare Inc., 2016). 

3.1.4.2 Efficiency 
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Virtual processor instructions must be executed predominantly directly by the real pro-

cessor in order to satisfy the efficiency requirements. In modern CPUs the efficiency is 

further enhanced by technologies that natively support virtualization techniques. Exam-

ples of these technologies are Intel VT-x for Intel processors and AMD-V for AMD pro-

cessors. 

3.1.4.3 Resource Control 

 

The hypervisor is responsible for allocating resources to VMs. This means that VM by 

default cannot access any resource that is not explicitly allocated to it and hypervisor 

also is able to reclaim allocated resources back from VM (Popek & Goldberg, 1974, p. 

413). 

3.1.4.4 Emulation 

 

Emulation means imitating something to someone. In computing emulation can be used 

when there is requirement to run code developed for specific hardware on another plat-

form. As an example iPhone mobile phone code can be tested with Simulator software 

that emulates iPhone hardware. (Apple Inc., 2016)  

 

Emulation process consumes large amount of processor resources and therefore per-

formance in emulated environment is far from performance in non-emulated environment 

(Boley, 2014).  

 

While emulation is not technically virtualization, the concept is paramount to hypervisor 

environments. In hypervisor context the hypervisor layer must transparently emulate 

physical resources to guest operating systems. 

 

3.2 X86 Server Virtualization 

 

In this section x86 server component virtualization methods are discussed. There are 

four main components that are present in practically every server. These components 

are CPU, memory, storage and network interface. Virtualization principles of each of 

these components are discussed in this section. 
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3.2.1 X86 CPU Virtualization 

 

In this section the CPU virtualization is discussed. Firstly, the CPU architecture is re-

viewed, then CPU virtualization techniques are described and lastly, software and hard-

ware based virtualization methods are briefly considered. 

3.2.1.1 X86 CPU Architecture 

 

In modern x86 CPU architecture the instruction sets are classified with four different priv-

ilege types called rings. This classification is known as a CPU protected mode illustrated 

in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7 X86 architecture privilege levels (Liebowitz, et al., 2014, p. 65) 

 

In CPU protected mode the ring 0 is the level with most privileges. Ring 0 is also the level 

where Operating System (OS) kernel and device drivers code usually is run. The code 

run in this ring has generally full access to hardware resources. Code run in ring 1 and 

2 has more restrictions with resource access. These rings are rarely used in modern 

operating systems. Code run in ring 3 has the least privileges to hardware. Ring 3 is the 

privilege level that is given to applications and other code that is not OS kernel or device 

driver. (Liebowitz, et al., 2014, p. 65) 

3.2.1.2 X86 CPU Virtualization 
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X86 processor architecture is complicated and x86 instruction set consists of more than 

800 instructions. In order to virtualize the CPU, the virtual CPU events must be trapped 

and presented to the real CPU in understandable way. This is done with a software com-

ponent called hypervisor. (Amit, et al., 2015) 

 

Hypervisor is the software layer responsible of capturing the VM CPU instructions and 

directing them to available physical CPU processors. X86 CPUs today have multiple 

cores and are designed with technologies that assist virtualization. The virtual CPU of a 

VM sends most of its instructions directly to the physical CPU. The x86 CPU virtualization 

is divided further to two categories, software-based and hardware-based CPU virtualiza-

tion. Software-based CPU virtualization feature is designed to run virtual CPU instruc-

tions on ring 3 privilege level.  In contrast, hardware assisted virtualization is a built-in 

feature in modern x86 processors which provides possibility to run code in all privilege 

levels (rings 0-3).  For Intel processors the feature is called “Intel Virtualization Technol-

ogy” (Intel VT) for AMD processors it is called “AMD-V” and for VIA processors it is called 

“VIA VT”. (Liebowitz, et al., 2014, pp. 63-68) 

 

3.2.2 Memory Virtualization 

 

One of the crucial server resources that can be virtualized is the system memory. In this 

chapter an example of VMWare memory virtualization is discussed. Other vendors are 

using similar memory virtualization techniques.  

Modern processors generally are capable of memory virtualization. Hypervisor host cre-

ates a uniform virtual memory address space which is then allocated to VMs as needed. 

The hypervisor handles address translations between virtual and physical memory. The 

VM has virtual and physical memory layers, where virtual memory is used by applications 

and physical memory is used by the operating system (OS). Figure 8 depicts the relations 

between physical and virtual memory allocations. 
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Figure 8 Virtual and physical memory relations (Fei Guo, VMWare, Inc, 2011, p. 6) 

 

Hypervisor maintains the VM physical address space mappings in a mapping data struc-

ture called pmap. The application calls to VM virtual memory are then mapped to sepa-

rate table called “Shadow Page Table”. Figure 8 depicts the relations of these mappings 

(Fei Guo, VMWare, Inc, 2011, pp. 4-6). 

 

3.2.3 Storage Virtualization  

 

Application data created by CPU and memory operations needs to be stored to be useful. 

In traditional servers the server itself contained one or more hard disks where data was 

stored. This method is called direct attached storage (DAS). In virtualized environments 

it is more common to use Storage Area Network (SAN) or Network Attached Storage 

(NAS). SAN or NAS is effectively a storage system that can be used over network con-

nection. For VMs the storage virtualization is transparent. When VM OS requests storage 

operations it utilizes a SCSI driver which is used to access storage resources. The SCSI 

driver then communicates with hypervisor, which again has storage driver to contact 

storage controller that communicated over network to physical storage systems. Figure 

9 depicts the virtual storage pathway. 
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Figure 9 Virtual storage (Portnoy, 2012, p. 153) 

 

Storage operations are critical for VMs and for this reason virtualized storage systems 

almost always utilize dedicated storage networks (Portnoy, 2012, p. 153). 

3.2.4 NIC Virtualization 

 

In order for the VM to communicate to outside resources (and vice versa) it needs to 

have network connectivity. Figure 10 portrays a simple virtual network where one virtual 

switch is used for VM to VM communication and one is used to communicate external 

resources.  
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Figure 10 Virtual network example (Portnoy, 2012, p. 40)  

 

Each VM can have one or more virtual network interface cards (NICs) which are con-

nected to virtual switch(es) created by the hypervisor. In order to reach external net-

works, the virtual switch can be bound to real NIC(s) of the hypervisor server (Portnoy, 

2012, pp. 39-40). 

 

3.3 Network Virtualization Technologies 

 

The rapid growth of the number of network connected devices due to the adoption of the 

Internet in the 1990s quickly introduced network scalability and efficiency issues. In order 

to control and mitigate these issues network virtualization technologies were developed. 

Arguably the key technologies that emerged were virtual local area networks, VLANs 

and virtual routing and forwarding tables, VRFs. A VLAN is designed to allow network 

partitioning on the switch (L2) level and VRF is a technology to allow router (L3) level 

partitioning (Santana, 2014, pp. loc 1542-1550). The key concepts behind these tech-

nologies are discussed in the following section. 

 

3.3.1 Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) 

 

In modern LAN environments the network capable devices (PCs, laptops, servers, thin-

clients, etc.) are connected to switches. In default configuration all devices connected to 
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same switch belong to the same broadcast domain and all devices receive every broad-

cast packet that is received in any switch port. Broadcast packets have an important role 

in most Ethernet networks, as many important protocols utilize broadcast packets. 

Widely used protocols include Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), Dynamic Host Con-

figuration Protocol (DHCP) and Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) to name a few (Santana, 

2014, pp. loc. 1576-1607). Figure 11 illustrates the concept of a broadcast domain. 

 

 

In small networks the amount of broadcast traffic is not an issue, but with a larger number 

of connected hosts the network performance degrades significantly when the number of 

broadcast packets increases. To enhance network performance and reduce broadcast 

domain size, VLANs can be configured to segment the switch ports to logical collections 

of several smaller broadcast domains (Santana, 2014, p. loc. 1588). 

 

3.3.1.1 VLAN Definition 

 

VLAN is by definition a  

Group of devices on one or more LANs that are configured to communicate as if 
they were attached to the same wire, when in fact they are located on a number of 
different LAN segments (Cisco Systems, Inc, 2013). 

 

Figure 12 shows an example of three logically separated networks. 

 

Figure 11 Switch broadcast packet forwarding (Santana, 2014, p. loc. 1583) 
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The use of VLANs allows several broadcast domains to be defined in a single switch, or 

the VLAN can be configured across several switches. The switch ports can be allocated 

to different VLANs and arranged to logical segments (Cisco Systems, Inc, 2013). 

3.3.1.2 802.1Q VLAN Tagging 

 

The IEEE 802.1Q standard defines the method for VLAN tagging. The incoming frames 

on switch ports are assigned to different VLANs by the use of VLAN tags at the switch 

level. When 802.1Q VLAN tagging is enabled, the switch inserts a 4-byte tag field in the 

Ethernet frame received from the connected host. This process also causes the frame 

checksum (FCS field) of the frame to be recalculated. Figure 13 displays the frame mod-

ifications performed by the switch. 

 

 

Figure 13 VLAN Ethernet frame field modifications (Cisco Systems, Inc., 2015) 

 

Figure 12 Example of VLAN segmentation (Cisco Systems, Inc, 2013) 
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Further, the inserted 802.1Q tag frame field consists of four sub-fields. The expanded 

tag field is illustrated in Figure 14 and the purpose of each field is explained in more 

detail below.  

 

 

Figure 14 802.1Q frame fields (Cisco Systems, Inc., 2015) 

 

TPID – Tag Protocol Identifier 

The frame EtherType is identified in the TPID field. The EtherType information is used 

to choose the tag decoding functions. The 802.1Q standard defines three types of 

EtherTypes, C-TAG, S-TAG and I-TAG. Table 1 shows tag types and associated TPID 

field values. 

 

 

Table 1 TPID tag types (IEEE Standards Association, 2014, p. 160) 

 

PRIORITY 

The PRIORITY field marks the frame with priority level defined by IEEE 802.1p. The field 

can have eight distinct values (0 to 7). (Cisco Systems, Inc., 2015) 

 

CFI – Canonical Format Indicator 

CFI field can have two values, 1 or 0. Field value of 1 indicates the MAC address is 

expressed in noncanonical format. Field value of 0 indicates the MAC address is in ca-

nonical (unique) format. (Cisco Systems, Inc., 2015). 

 

VID – VLAN Identifier 

VID field is 12-bits in length. VID can have values between 0 and 4094. 802.1Q standard 

defines four reserved VID values, 0-2 and 4095. Reserved VIDs are illustrated in Table 

2. 
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Table 2 Reserved VID values 

 

Device vendors shall support the VIDs described in Table 2, but do not necessarily need 

to support the full range of VIDs between 0 and 4094 (IEEE Standards Association, 2014, 

p. 160). 

 

3.3.2 Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) 

 

Broadcast domains on layer 2 LANs and VLANs are terminated on layer 3 routers. While 

switch level network segregation is performed by VLANs, VRFs are an IP layer technol-

ogy for segregating routing tables. VRFs are often used in conjunction with MPLS net-

works. Several vendors also have VRF concepts that do not require the use of MPLS 

(i.e. Multi-VRF, Multi-VRF CE or VRF-Lite (Brocade Inc., 2005)).  

 

Figure 15 illustrates VLAN and VRF concepts. 

 

 

Figure 15 VLANs and VRFs comparison (Cisco Systems, Inc, 2015) 

 

VRF instance is comprised of the following components: 

- IP routing table 
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- Forwarding table 

- Interfaces (i.e. loopbacks, physical or vlan interfaces) 

- Routing protocols / rules 

(Cisco Systems, Inc., 2015) 

 

The use of VRFs allows routers to maintain multiple routing tables simultaneously. The 

routing tables have no interaction with each other and therefore overlapping IP ad-

dresses can be used in separate VRF instances without issues (Cisco Systems, Inc, 

2014).   

3.4 Cloud Computing 

 

The cloud computing concept according to NIST definition is 

 

a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on- demand network access 

to a shared  pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, serv-

ers, storage, applications, and services) that  can be rapidly  provisioned 

and released  with minimal management effort or service provider interac-

tion (Mell & Grance, 2011). 

 

The cloud computing concept has been developed under ten years ago. Cloud compu-

ting popularity has grown rapidly due to the improvements in underlying technologies. 

Some key technologies that have advanced cloud computing popularity have been the 

improving availability of high-speed Internet access and the development of virtualization 

technologies. Virtualization allows cloud computing service providers to host virtual serv-

ers for thousands of customers. Only requirement for customers to start using cloud 

computing services is to have an Internet access. (Srinivasan, 2014, pp. 2-3). 

 

There are several types of cloud computing. The basic types are: 

- Software as a Service (SaaS). 

- Platform as a Service (PaaS). 

- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

 

SaaS provides both server hardware and software. An example of SaaS is Microsoft 

Hotmail, which was launched in 1996. (Srinivasan, 2014, p. 19) PaaS provides the com-

puting platform for applications. An example of PaaS is Google Apps service. 

(Srinivasan, 2014, p. 24). IaaS allows the users to create virtual machines in leased 
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infrastructure. The VMs can be freely customized to accommodate user needs 

(Srinivasan, 2014, p. 26). Cloud computing can be deployed in several ways. In the next 

sections the most common deployment models, public cloud, private cloud and hybrid 

cloud are discussed. 

 

3.4.1 Public Cloud 

 

In the public cloud deployment model the service provider offers cloud computing ser-

vices in a multitenant cloud.  Public cloud is accessible over the Internet and the service 

provider manages all infrastructure of the service. Public cloud services are billed with 

the pay-as-you-go model, which allows the users to pay only for the needed services 

(Srinivasan, 2014, p. 30). Significant public cloud IaaS service providers include compa-

nies such as Amazon Web Services, Google, Microsoft and Rackspace. (Gartner Inc., 

2016). 

 

3.4.2 Private Cloud 

 

A private cloud is a cloud computing service hosted only for a specific group or organi-

zation. As private cloud deployment is dedicated for the user (organization), there is more 

control for the infrastructure and for system management. There are several deployment 

models for private clouds. Private cloud infrastructure can be hosted in an organization’s 

own data center, or it can be outsourced to a third party (a.k.a. managed private cloud). 

In both cases the infrastructure is owned by the organization. In addition to the afore-

mentioned deployment models, a private cloud can also be completely hosted by a cloud 

service provider. In this case the infrastructure is owned by the service provider, but it is 

not shared with other customers. This deployment model is known as hosted private 

cloud. The last well-known deployment model is Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). In this de-

ployment model the infrastructure is owned by a service provider and it is shared with 

other customers, but customers are isolated from one another (Srinivasan, 2014, p. 31). 

 

3.4.3 Hybrid Cloud 

 

Hybrid cloud is a mix between private and public clouds. In this deployment model the 

customer’s private cloud is connected to a public cloud. The benefit of this model is hav-

ing the possibility to dynamically move workloads and applications to the most suitable 
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platform. This possibility in turn can offer cost savings compared to explicitly private or 

public cloud deployments (Srinivasan, 2014, pp. 33-34). 

 

3.5 Network Performance Testing Methodologies 

 

Performance testing of network devices provides a method to understand the perfor-

mance level of the tested device. This understanding gives insight to the network behav-

iour, optimal configurations and performance levels. (Xing, et al., 2007, p. 780).  

 

Bit-error-rate (BER) testing was an adequate method for testing time-division multiplex-

ing (TDM) and DS1/DS3/2M circuits. For Ethernet-networks, BER testing was proven to 

not being applicable and IETF RFC 2544 introduced in year 1999 quickly became de 

facto standard for testing Ethernet network performance. (EXFO Electro-Optical 

Engineering Inc., 2008).  

 

The RFC 2544 methodology is primarily a method for testing new network devices and 

does not take into account real live network characteristics, such as CoS/QoS and jitter. 

ITU-T has created a testing methodology recommendation, Y1564 Service Activation 

Test, which takes the aforementioned issues into account (Omnitron Systems 

Technology, Inc, 2016).  

 

3.5.1 IETF RFC 2544: Benchmarking Methodology 

 

The RFC 2544 defines a collection of tests intended for vendors to utilize when measur-

ing and reporting network device performance values. RFC 2544 testing methodology 

provides data that can be used to compare network device performance between differ-

ent vendors. It should be noted that the benchmarking methodology is intended only for 

laboratory setups or Isolated Test Environments (ITE). The tests should not be run in 

production networks (Bradner, et al., 2012). In the following sections RFC 2544 test 

methodology is reviewed. 

 

3.5.2 RFC 2544 Test Architecture 

 

For optimal results the tester equipment should have separate transmitting and receiving 

ports. The test traffic should flow from tester transmit port to device under test (DUT) 
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receiving port and from DUT transmit port to tester receiving port (Bradner & McQuaid, 

1999). Figure 16 depicts the test topology 

 

 

Figure 16 RFC 2544 test setup (Bradner & McQuaid, 1999, p. 3) 

 

The RFC also defines a testing topology for two DUT network. This topology (Figure 17) 

is supposedly thought for testing networks with multiple media types.  

 

 

Figure 17 RFC 2544 test for multiple media types (Bradner & McQuaid, 1999, p. 3) 

 

This topology can for example be used when simulating a connection of two LANs over 

a WAN link (Bradner & McQuaid, 1999, p. 3). 

 

3.5.3 RFC 2544 Test Benchmarks 

 

RFC 2544 defines that tests on Ethernet should be performed with the following frame 

sizes: 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1280 and 1518 Bytes. Each frame size should be tested 

separately. Test methodology defines the following six testing benchmarks: 

 

1. throughput, the maximum number of test frames successfully transmitted by DUT 
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2. latency, the latency introduced by DUT when frames are transmitted with maxi-

mum throughput 

3. frame loss rate, maximum frame rate that DUT can support without lost frames 

4. back-to-back frames, longest burst of frames the DUT can forward without lost 

frames 

5. system recovery, time DUT takes to recover from 110 % throughput overload 

6. reset, time DUT takes to recover from reset (Bradner & McQuaid, 1999, pp. 14-

18). 

 

It is to be noted that the RFC 2544 method does not take security issues into consider-

ation in the aforementioned tests. (Bradner & McQuaid, 1999, p. 18). 

 

3.5.4 ITU-T Y.1564 Service Activation Testing 

 

In present day networks the RFC 2544 testing has proven to be rather time consuming, 

which has led to service providers modifying their testing to include only a subset of 

proposed tests. Service providers now often deliver end customer services in a way that 

allows capacity upgrades by configurational changes only. This is accomplished by rate 

limiting or policing end user link based on agreed Service Level Agreement (SLA). RFC 

2544 testing has proven to be inadequate for SLA based testing, mostly because it does 

not take traffic prioritization into account, or measure jitter. These shortcomings have led 

to the development of the Y.1564 test methodology. 

 

The purpose of the Y.1564 recommendation is to provide a test methodology for evalu-

ating proper configuration and performance of an Ethernet network. Version 1.0 of the 

recommendation was approved in year 2011 (ITU-T, 2016, p. i).  

 

3.5.5 Y.1564 Test Architecture 

 

Testing methodology in the Y.1564 recommendation varies slightly from RFC 2544 

method. The Y1564 method defines four measurement points (MP), two for exiting 

frames and two for entering frames (ITU-T, 2016, pp. 7-8). The test architecture resem-

bles the RFC 2544 test setup for multiple media types (see Figure 15). Figure 18 illus-

trates the Y.1564 testing topology. 
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Figure 18 Y.1564 testing topology (ITU-T, 2016, p. 8) 

 

With this reference model, any end-to-end Ethernet services can be described ( (ITU-T, 

2016, pp. 7-8). 

 

3.5.6 Y.1564 Test Procedure 

 

The Y.1564 test method defines two objectives, service configuration and service per-

formance validation. The configuration is validated to be working as intended before ac-

tual tests are run. The test methodology is depicted in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Y.1564 test methodology (ITU-T, 2016, p. 12) 

 

Frame sizes in the Y.1564 performance test method allows the frame size to be fixed, 

user defined or a distribution of several frame sizes. The frame sizes are shown in Table 

3.  

 

Table 3 Y.1564 frame sizes 

 

 

The configuration validation for each service can be performed with a step load test. The 

test traffic ramped up to Committed Information Rate (CIR), after which the traffic rate is 

increased in two steps. In the first step traffic volume is increased up to Excess Infor-

mation Rate (EIR) threshold, and in the second step the traffic volume is increased fur-

ther. Figure 20 clarifies the step-load test concept (ITU-T, 2016, pp. 12-13). 
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Figure 20 Y.1564 step-load test (ITU-T, 2016, p. 13) 

 

While a service configuration test verifies the correct network operation, a performance 

test part further confirms the service quality level over time. Test duration per traffic di-

rection can be 15 minutes, 2 hours or 24 hours. In addition to the aforementioned time 

durations a user defined duration is allowed. The performance test defines five meas-

urement parameters: 

 

1. information rate (IR) 

2. Frame transfer delay (FTD) 

3. Frame delay variation (FDV) 

4. Frame loss ratio (FLR) 

5. Service availability (AVAIL SHALL) (ITU-T, 2016, pp. 17-18). 

 

All parameters in the Y.1564 performance test can be measured simultaneously in each 

test traffic flow, which is considerably less time consuming than performing full RFC 2544 

test (Stuart Whitehead, Anritsu Corporation, 2011, p. 4). 

 

3.5.7 IETF RFC 3511: Firewall Performance Testing 

 

Firewalls are often used to control network access between devices. Methodology for 

testing firewall performance is outlined in RFC document 3511 from year 2003: Method-

ology for Firewall Performance.  
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3.5.8 RFC 3511 Test Architecture 

 

The RFC 3511 methodology defines two testing topologies, dual-homed and tri-homed. 

In the dual-homed topology, the firewall (DUT) is connected to protected network (LAN) 

and to unprotected network (Internet). The dual-homed testing topology is shown in Fig-

ure 21. 

 

 

 

Figure 21 RFC 3511 dual-homed topology (Hickman, et al., 2003, p. 3) 

 

The tri-homed setup describes a network where a demilitarized zone (DMZ) segment is 

used to place the servers. The DMZ approach separates the servers from clients in pro-

tected networks. Figure 22 shows the tri-homed topology. 

 

 

 

Figure 22 RFC 3511 tri-homed topology (Hickman, et al., 2003, p. 3) 
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The tri-homed topology enhances security due to the fact that in this method the servers 

placed in the DMZ are not directly accessible from internal hosts. (Hickman, et al., 2003, 

p. 3). 

 

3.5.9 RFC 3511 Test Procedure 

 

The suggested traffic type for performance testing is HTTP 1.1 or higher. Traffic flows 

that should be tested are described in Figure 23. 

 

 

 

Figure 23 RFC 3511 test traffic flows 

 

The method also suggests the following testing considerations: 

 

- In case of client-server testing clients must make the connections in round-robin 

fashion. 

- Traffic should be tested with Network Address Translation (NAT) enabled and 

with NAT disabled. 

- Tests should be run with varying rule set sizes. 

- Any web caching properties should be switched off . 

- Any authentication process must be a part of connectivity setup. 

- Any special TCP stack parameters must be noted in test report. (Hickman, et al., 

2003, pp. 5-6) 

 

The RFC 3511 testing does not necessarily need to be performed with unique physical 

data sources (clients/servers). It is possible to employ virtual  data sources, but the test 
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report needs  to specify the number of virtual clients and servers used in testing  

(Hickman, et al., 2003, pp. 3-4). 

 

3.5.10 RFC 3511 Test Benchmarks 

 

The firewall testing methodology specifies ten test benchmarks: 

 

 IP throughput 

 TCP connection capacity 

 TCP connection establishment rate 

 Maximum TCP connection tear down rate 

 Denial of service handling 

 HTTP transfer rate 

 Maximum HTTP transaction rate 

 Illegal traffic handling 

 IP fragmentation handling 

 Latency (Hickman, et al., 2003, pp. 6-28) 

 

The objective of the benchmark testing is to determine the throughput of network layer 

data traversing the DUT/SUT. The test report needs to define IP packet size and the test 

duration expressed in seconds. Instrument used for testing must deliver unicast IP pack-

ets to the DUT/SUT at a constant rate and the testing can be performed with unidirec-

tional or with bi-directional traffic, or with both. The testing is effected in an iterative way; 

with each iteration the test instrument offers varying load to the DUT/SUT until the max-

imum rate where packet loss does not occur is found (Hickman, et al., 2003, pp. 6-7). 

4 Current State Analysis of NSP Cloud Based Firewall Service 

 

Currently the services in the NSPs data centers are produced so that the dedicated cus-

tomer network segments are protected with network firewalls. The firewall implementa-

tion is “cloud-based”, meaning that physical network firewalls are segmented to provide 

isolated firewall instances for each customer. The cloud based firewall service in the NSP 

product portfolio is called Cloud Security Gateway (Cloud-SGW). The Cloud-SGW im-

plementation for a customer is not protecting only Internet bound traffic; it protects also 

the traffic between different customer network segments. These network segments are 
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usually dedicated to traffic from other NSP services, such as MPLS, VPN, WLAN or VM 

traffic.  

 

Traffic from other services can be forwarded to cloud-SGW in two ways: 

 

1. By switching the traffic between the SGW and device(s) that provide the service. 

In this method network segments are isolated with VLANs. 

2. By routing the traffic between the SGW and device(s) that provide the service. In 

this method each network segment traffic is isolated with VLANs on the switch 

level and with VRFs on the router level. 

 

Implementing a new network service for the customer often requires physical cabling 

work and requires configurations on data center switches and routers. In all cases cloud-

SGW configuration is needed. In the following section, 3.1 NSP Security Gateway Ser-

vice, the NSP SGW services are discussed in more detail.  

 

4.1 NSP Security Gateway Service 

 

NSP Security Gateway Service (SGW) is a firewall service for enterprise customers. The 

service has two possible implementation methods: 

 

1. As a cloud service via NSP data center. 

2. As a dedicated CPE service in customer or third party premises. 

 

The SGW service is typically used to protect data center and hosting resources, Internet 

access or internal production segments. The CPE implementation can also be used to 

protect remote offices and provide connectivity to enterprise WAN.  

 

For the purpose of this Thesis, the cloud-based SGW service is interesting as it could, in 

principle, be partly or completely replaced with the Virtual Firewall based implementation 

method. The cloud service SGW properties per product code are visible in Tables 4 and 

5 in more detail. 
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Table 4 NSP cloud SGW 10, 20 and 30 properties 
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Table 5 NSP cloud SGW 100, 200 and 300 properties 

 

 

The SGW cloud service description defines the following performance values 

 

 Stateful firewall throughput 

 Performance with security services enabled 

 Number of IPSec LAN-to-LAN VPN tunnels 

 Recommended number of concurrent users 

 Maximum number of concurrent HTTP proxy users 

 

Of these performance values, only “stateful firewall throughput” and “performance with 

security services enabled” are expressed in intuitively measurable values (megabits per 

second). Other performance values in the service description are expressed with the 

number of recommended or maximum users. These performance values are difficult to 

interpret; it is not defined, what kind of network load and traffic mix a single user creates 

(NSP, 2016). 
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4.2 NSP Services Implemented with Physical Appliances 

 

When a physical appliance is used to produce a service, it is installed in one of the NSP 

data centers. The network connectivity for the appliance is implemented by creating a 

VLAN (or VLANs) between the data center firewall and the device. As an example, the 

process of implementing a physical appliance based service is described below. 

 

1. Appliance is installed in a rack in the data center. 

2. Appliance is connected to a data center switch with Ethernet or fiber cable. 

3. VLAN (or VLANs) is configured on the appliance, switch and cloud-SGW. 

4. IP addresses are configured on the appliance and on the cloud-SGW. 

 

As the example shows, the “switched service” approach requires configurations on three 

devices (not accounting for possible configurations on redundant devices). Configuration 

is needed on the physical appliance, data center switch and Cloud-SGW. Figure 24 il-

lustrates the example network topology in this case.  

 

 

Figure 24 Example network topology with physical appliance 
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In the example shown in Figure 24: 

- The physical appliance is configured with VLAN 10 and IP 10.10.10.2/24.  

- Two switch ports are configured with VLAN 10. 

- Firewall is configured with VLAN 10 and IP 10.10.10.1/24. 

 

4.3 NSP Services Implemented with Virtual Appliances 

 

Virtual appliances can be located in any data center and they can also migrate transpar-

ently from one data center to another. The data centers do not have shared layer 2 in-

frastructure, meaning that each data center has its own VLAN ranges etc. With this ap-

proach, the virtual appliance is configured to send its traffic to the nearest router, which 

then routes the packets via the NSP core network to a firewall located in the same or in 

some other data center. This type of service delivery approach offers flexibility, but at the 

same time requires approximately twice as much configuration work than using only 

switching to provide connectivity. As an example, the implementation of a new virtual 

appliance for a customer requires the following steps: 

 

1. Virtual machine is created on the hypervisor host. 

2. VLAN(s) are reserved and configured on the hypervisor virtual switch, data center 

switch and data center router. 

3. IP addresses are configured on the VM and the router.  

4. Router 1 is configured with a VRF instance 

5. Router 2 is configured with a VRF instance. 

6. VLANs are reserved and configured on the router 2, switch and firewall. 

7. IP addresses are reserved and configured on the destination data center router 

and cloud-SGW. 

8. Firewall policies are configured on the cloud-SGW. 

 

Example network topology is described in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 Example network topology with virtual appliance 

 

In the example depicted in Figure 25, data center 1 devices are configured as follows: 

- The virtual appliance is configured with VLAN 10 and IP 10.10.10.2/24.  

- Two virtual switch ports are configured with VLAN 10. 

- Two physical switch ports are configured with VLAN 10. 

- Router is configured with VLAN 10 and IP 10.10.10.1/24.  

- Router is configured with a new VRF where VLAN 10/network 10.10.10.0/24 is 

placed.  

Data center 2 devices are configured as follows: 

- Router is configured with corresponding VRF where network 10.10.10.0/24 is 

placed.  

- Router is configured with VLAN 20 and IP 10.20.20.1/24.  

- Two physical switch ports are configured with VLAN 20. 

- Firewall is configured with VLAN 20 and IP 10.20.20.1/24. 

- Dynamic routing is configured between firewall and router. 
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As the example shows, there are at minimum ten different configuration steps needed to 

deploy the network connectivity for a VM in this case. The amount of needed configura-

tions is often greater, as in most cases the configuration needs to be duplicated in re-

dundant networking devices. 

 

4.4 Public Cloud Usage Related to NSP Services 

 

There is increasing need to integrate the NSPs Security Gateway services with public 

cloud solutions, such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS. Customers who are lever-

aging public cloud solutions are often creating hybrid cloud solutions by connecting their 

private networks to the public cloud. The connections to public cloud are created either 

with VPN tunnels or with dedicated circuits provided by the cloud provider. 

 

VPN tunnel connection to cloud provider infrastructure is a common method to provide 

secure connection to public. When the customer is using NSP Security Gateway service 

the VPN tunnel is usually created from Security Gateway to the cloud provider in question 

(i.e. Azure, AWS, Google or Rackspace).  

 

In some cases, the customers require a more reliable connection to the cloud provider 

than a VPN tunnel. This is the case if the customer has significant investment in public 

cloud infrastructure and has decided that connectivity to public cloud is mission critical. 

In that case, the customer can purchase a dedicated circuit from the provider. With Se-

curity Gateway Cloud - service it is possible to create a dedicated circuit to  

 

- Amazon Web Services (Direct Connect). 

- Microsoft Azure (Express Route). 

 

4.5 Customer Demand for Virtual Firewalls 

 

In addition to VPN tunnel and dedicated circuit services there is growing interest from 

customers to start using managed firewall services to protect private and public cloud 

deployments. In answer to the customer demand, it has been decided to start productiz-

ing Security Gateway service implemented with Virtual Appliances. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

 

Based on the current state analysis it was found that in the NSP data centers the network 

connectivity between virtual appliances and cloud-SGWs is implemented with routing. 

The traffic is routed to a physical network firewall that can reside in the same or in another 

data center as the originating device. Routing approach to connectivity requires a large 

amount of configuration work in routers, switches and firewalls.  

 

In theory, implementing firewall services on a virtual platform would reduce the number 

of required device configurations to make the service operational. This would speed up 

the service implementation time and improve service delivery times. Reducing delivery 

times is important, because with shorter delivery times the billing from customer could 

be started sooner. The customers are already leveraging hybrid cloud solutions and 

there is growing demand to start providing Security Gateway services inside public cloud 

infrastructures. The virtual firewall service productization has started and the goal is to 

have a ready service by the end of year 2016. The timetable of the product development 

in relation to this Master’s thesis is shown in Figure 26. 

 

In phase one of productizing the virtual firewall based service, the technical feasibility 

(performance) of virtual firewall technology in a private cloud environment is evaluated. 

This evaluation will form be the scope of this Master’s thesis. In the next productization 

phases two and three, similar virtual firewall testing environments are created in Mi-

crosoft Azure and in Amazon Web Services public clouds. The goal is to have the per-

formance tests developed in phase 1 to be then reproduced in public cloud deployments. 

 

 

Figure 26 Service development timetable in relation with Master's thesis 
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The obtained results will then be used to create the service specifications in service de-

sign phase.  

5 Solution Needs Analysis 

 

The solution has the requirement to measure virtual firewall network performance. To 

evaluate the performance level of virtual firewall technology, the study was conducted in 

the following order: 

 

1. Network performance testing metrics are decided. 

2. Testing methodology is decided. 

3. Network topology is designed. 

4. Test laboratory is procured and built. 

5. Testing tools are decided. 

6. Network performance testing is performed 

7. Results are reported and analyzed. 

 

5.1 Network Performance Test Metrics 

 

As demonstrated in Chapter 3.5 Network Performance Testing, there are various meth-

ods for testing network and firewall performance. To compare VF and cloud-SGW per-

formance we must firstly define performance values that are evaluated. The service de-

scription for the cloud SGW describes the following performance values (see Tables 4 

and 5): 

 

1. Stateful firewall throughput: 100 Mbps to 2 Gbps. 

2. Stateful firewall throughput with security services enabled: 15 Mbps to 340 Mbps. 

3. Number of IPsec LAN-to-LAN VPN tunnels: 2 to 100. 

4. Number of concurrent VPN client users: 5 to 200. 

5. Number of concurrent users: 1 to 700. 

6. Number of concurrent HTTP proxy users: 0 to 300. 

 

Of these values, only the firewall throughput values (1 and 2) are concrete and easily 

measurable. User based metrics are difficult to define because all users have their 

unique behaviour and network usage varies greatly between users. In addition, it is time 
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consuming to create tests that would mimic the connections from hundreds of concurrent 

users. To keep the thesis scope manageable it was decided to test four performance 

values shown in Table 6 below. 

 

Table 6 Testing metrics 

Service Description Performance Value Test Metric 

Stateful firewall throughput 1. Firewall throughput  

Firewall throughput /w sec. services 
2. Firewall throughput with firewall security ser-
vices enabled 

# of IPsec LAN-to-LAN VPN tunnels  3. IPsec VPN throughput  

# of concurrent VPN client users  4. SSL VPN throughput 
 

These throughput tests provide concrete data that can be presented to customers in an 

understandable way. 

 

5.2 Testing Tools 

 

There are several tools for testing network throughput. A popular test method is down-

loading a file from server to a client using i.e. FTP. This method gives indication of the 

network performance, but has some issues because there are often unknown variables 

affecting the results. These variables are, for example, hard disk delays and OS queue-

ing mechanisms. More accurate way of measuring throughput is using tools designed 

for the task (Firewall.cx, 2013). Examples of such tools are HTTPing, IxChariot and IPerf. 

 

After researching the testing tools, it was decided to use a freeware tool called iPerf3 for 

throughput measurements. Iperf3 is network performance testing tool developed by 

ESnet and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. IPerf3 can be used to determine the 

maximum bandwidth that can be utilized in IP networks. With the tool it is possible to 

measure TCP, SCTP and UDP bandwidth and it allows several testing parameters to be 

modified (such as timers, buffers and protocols) (Dugan, et al., 2016). 

 

To test firewall throughput with security services enabled, it was decided that test traffic 

needs to be “real” rather than iPerf generated. Therefore, it was decided to test firewall 

in this scenario by performing FTP file transfers several times and calculating the aver-

age from these transfers. 
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5.3 Test Methodology 

 

To establish a baseline performance level the throughput between physical servers will 

first be measured. In the next phase, baseline throughput is measured for VM to VM 

traffic. After baseline performance level is established, the Virtual Firewall is introduced 

into the test network and tests are run according to test metrics list.  

The tests were run in the following scenarios: 

 

Baseline measurements: 

1. Physical server to physical server throughput. 

2. VM client to VM server throughput. 

 

Virtual firewall measurements: 

1. VM to VM stateful firewall throughput through VF. 

2. VM to VM stateful firewall throughput through VF, security services enabled. 

3. VM to VM IPsec throughput through VF. 

4. VM to VM SSL VPN throughput through VF. 

 

NSP Cloud-SGW service description does not mention frame size, NAT or size of the 

firewall rule set. To deal with this fact, the following restrictions were decided on: 

 

- As VM to VM traffic does not necessarily go through physical interfaces it was 

decided to test with only default Ethernet frame size (1518 bytes).  

- Virtual firewall measurement #1 will be run with three firewall rule set sizes, 1 

rule, 100 rules and 1000 rules.  

- Virtual firewall measurement #1 will be run first with NAT enabled and then with 

NAT disabled.  

- Virtual firewall measurement #2 will be performed with FTP transfer, rather than 

with iPerf 3. This decision was made to create real application traffic the UTM 

engine can inspect. 

- Virtual firewall IPSec VPN throughput will be measured with three encryption 

mechanisms, AES 256, AES 128 and 3 DES. 

- Virtual firewall measurements 3 and 4 will be run with minimal firewall rule set 

and NAT disabled. 
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These restrictions were made to narrow the scope of this thesis. Using broader scope 

was deemed not possible due to timetable limitations. 

 

5.4 Network Topology 

 

The key requirement in designing the laboratory was keeping the costs to a minimum. 

Therefore, no new hardware could be obtained and used software and licensing had to 

be designed with free options when possible. 

  

According to the test methodology, the traffic flows to be tested were: 

1. Between two physical servers. 

2. Between two virtual machines. 

3. Between two virtual machines and virtual firewall. 

4. Between two virtual machines and two virtual firewalls (IP-

sec VPN throughput). 

 

The simplest way all traffic flows can be tested, is a setup where two physical servers 

are connected to a network switch (as seen in Figure 27). In the RFC 3511 test method-

ology this topology is called “Dual-Homed”. (Hickman, et al., 2003, p. 4). 

 

 

It was decided that the servers and switch in the laboratory network are to be connected 

with gigabit Ethernet interfaces. In effect, this decision limits the maximum theoretical 

throughput between physical servers to 1000 megabits per second. 

 

Figure 27 Laboratory network 
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5.5 Test Laboratory 

 

After laboratory topology and hardware requirements were decided on, the project 

started by the acquisition of the hardware. After research, it was found that there were 

suitable HP ProLiant blade servers available that could be used. The servers were al-

ready connected to a switch and were remotely manageable. Hardware details are illus-

trated in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 Laboratory hardware details 

 Server 1 Server 2 Switch 

Hardware HP ProLiant BL460c G7 HP ProLiant BL460c G7 
Cisco WS-

CBS3120X-S 

CPU Intel Xeon E5620 @ 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5620 @ 2.4 GHz PowerPC405 

RAM 24 GB 24 GB 256 MB 

Disk 136 GB 136 GB 64 MB 

NIC 1 Gb/s 1 Gb/s 
2 x 10 Gb/s + 

26 x 1 Gb/s 

OS MS Hyper-V Server 2012 R2 MS Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard IOS 12.2 

 

As Table 7 shows, each server had rather limited disk space (136 GB). This puts a limi-

tation to the amount of virtual machines that can be installed, as modern operating sys-

tems often require a minimum of 10 GB of disk space. As an example, Windows 8.1 OS 

requires 20 GB of disk space (64-bit version). (Microsoft Inc, 2016). 

 

5.5.1 Virtualization Platform and Physical Server OS 

 

Arguably, there are two viable choices for an enterprise virtualization platform, VMWare 

vSphere or Microsoft Hyper-V (Gartner, Inc., 2016). The virtualization platform for this 

study was chosen to be Microsoft Hyper-V. The reason was that Hyper-V was easily 

obtainable with no costs. Server 1 was installed with Hyper-V Server 2012 and server 2 

with Windows Server 2012. 

 

5.5.2 Virtual Firewall 

 

Several vendors have virtual firewall products. Some of these are: 

- Cisco ASAv. 

- Juniper Networks vGW. 

- VMWare vShield. 
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- Vyatta Network OS. 

- Fortinet Fortigate-VM. 

- Palo Alto VM-Series. 

- Checkpoint vSEC. 

 

A majority of firewalls maintained by the NSP are Fortinet Fortigates. For this reason the 

virtual firewall brand was decided to be Fortinet’s Fortigate-VM. The Fortigate-VM is 

available for most popular private cloud hypervisors and is also available in Microsoft 

Azure and Amazon AWS public clouds. Table 8 displays the available Fortigate-VM op-

tions. 

 

 

The Fortigate-VM demo download is available for Fortinet partners. The demo version 

however, has considerable restrictions compared to actual product. The demo license is 

valid for only 15 days since installation, supports only low encryption and maximum of 1 

CPU and 1 GB of memory (Fortinet, Inc., 2015, pp. 7-8). 

 

To overcome these restrictions Fortinet was contacted and six unlimited 2-month Forti-

gate-VM licenses were obtained for the study. It was decided that virtual firewalls in this 

study would be configured a single virtual CPU and with two gigabytes of memory. 

 

5.5.3 VM client / server OS 

 

The Hyper-V server was planned to run with three virtual machines, VM client, VM server 

and the Fortigate-VM. The physical servers had limited disk space (135 GB on each 

server) and therefore it was decided to use Linux as the VM OS, as Windows in most 

cases requires a significantly larger amount of disk space. The Linux distribution chosen 

Table 8 Fortigate-VM supported hypervisors (Fortinet Inc., 2015) 
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was CentOS 7, as it is redeemed in the community as one of the best free distributions 

available (Bhartiya, 2016). 

 

6 Performance Test Measurements 

 

Network baseline performance was established by running throughput tests in the fol-

lowing scenarios: 

1. Physical server to physical server. 

2. Virtual machine to virtual machine. 

 

The tests were run with the following iPerf3 options set: 

 

1. Duration: 900 seconds 

2. Traffic type: TCP 

3. Parallel streams: 10 

4. Reporting format: Mbits/sec 

5. Reporting interval: every 10 seconds 

6. Frame size: 1518 bytes 

 

Option 1, test duration of 15 minutes was chosen as it is one of the defined test durations 

in the ITU-T Y1564 service activation test recommendation. (ITU-T, 2016, p. 17). Option 

2, traffic type, was chosen to be TCP because firewall testing methodology described in 

the RFC 3511 document employs HTTP, which is a TCP based protocol (Hickman, et 

al., 2003, p. 4). As option 3, parallel streams, it was decided to use ten parallel TCP 

streams after testing with several stream numbers that performance did not improve in 

laboratory network after more than ten streams were used. Reporting options (4 and 5) 

were chosen in order to keep the report files readable and the reports decent sized. 

Finally, option 6, frame size used for testing was chosen to be 1518 bytes. This was done 

in order to keep amount of needed test runs manageable. 

6.1 Baseline 1: Server to Server Throughput 

 

The first baseline for the network performance is the throughput between physical serv-

ers. The servers are connected directly to a network switch and there are no other com-

ponents in between (see Figure 28).  
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Because the needed physical components (two servers and one network switch) were 

already installed, the laboratory implementation began with installing the operating sys-

tems on the servers. Server 1 was installed with Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor OS and 

server 2 with Windows Server 2012 R2. Then, to have network connectivity between 

servers, both servers were configured with IP addresses from network 10.213.199.0/24. 

 

To run the throughput tests iPerf3 was installed on both servers. Server 1 was running 

iPerf3 in server mode and then on server 2 iPerf3 test was run with the following com-

mand “iperf3 -c IP -V -t 900 -i 10 -P 10 –logfile logexample”. Example of the command 

is visible in Figure 29. 

 

 

 

Figure 29 iPerf 3 test command example 

 

The results of the test were recorded in Table 9. 

 

Table 9 Baseline 1, server to server throughput 

Physical to physical Throughput Mbit/s 

Server 2012 – Server 2012 949 
 

It can be seen from the achieved result that baseline throughput is close to the theoretical 

maximum speed of the link (1 Gb/s). 

 

Figure 28 Laboratory network topology 
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6.2 Baseline 2: VM to VM Throughput 

 

VM to VM throughput was measured by connecting client and server VMs to the same 

vSwitch and by running iPerf. Results of VM to VM throughput measurements are seen 

in Table 10. 

 

Table 10 Baseline 2, VM to VM throughput 

VM to VM 
Throughput 
Mbit/s 

CentOS1 – CentOS2 1930 

 

The obtained result show the throughput between virtual machines running on the 

same host is over two times more than throughput over physical network.  

 

6.3 Test 1: Stateful Firewall Throughput 

 

To test the firewall throughput, the network topology needed to be such that traffic be-

tween endpoints traverses the virtual firewall. To achieve this, three virtual machine in-

stances were needed, two VMs and one virtual firewall. In addition to virtual machine 

instances, an internal virtual switch was needed to segment the traffic and an external 

switch was needed to have a management connection to the VF. The two VM: s were 

placed in separate VLANs and traffic from each VLAN was terminated on virtual firewall. 

The test topology is depicted in Figure 30. 
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To create the test network, firstly, an external virtual switch was created on Hyper-V host. 

The external switch was named as “external-masters-sw”. Then, a second virtual switch 

was created and the switch type was set as “Internal”. The virtual switch was named as 

“internal-masters-sw”. Figure 31 shows the creation of the internal virtual switch. 

 

Figure 30 Firewall throughput test topology 
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Figure 31 Creating a new virtual switch 
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Next, the virtual firewall was deployed and its interface “port 1” was connected to “exter-

nal-masters-sw”. Interfaces “port 2” and “port 3” were connected to “internal-masters-sw” 

and each interface was consequently tagged with a VLAN. Port 2 was tagged in VLAN 

10 and port 3 in VLAN 20. Figure 32 illustrates the virtual firewall port configuration. 

 

 

After virtual firewall was deployed, two CentOS Linux virtual machines were created and 

their interfaces were connected to the same “internal-masters-switch” as the firewall. 

First VMs network adapter “eth0” was tagged in VLAN 10 and second VM’s network 

adapter “eth0” was tagged in VLAN 20. 

  

 

Figure 32 Virtual firewall port configuration 
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In order to route the network traffic via virtual firewall, the VMs were configured with IP 

addresses on different subnets: 192.168.199.50/24 in VM 1 and 192.168.200.50/24 in 

VM 2. Firewall ports were configured with IP address .1 in each subnet. Figure 32 shows 

the network topology in layer 3. 

 

 

On Hyper-V platform there were now three virtual machines running as shown in Figure 

34. 

 

Figure 33 Firewall throughput test topology in layer 3 
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The firewall throughput was tested by running iPerf3 server on VM2 and by running iP-

erf3 client on VM1. The throughput was measured with three policy set sizes, 1, 100 and 

1000 policies. All tests were also ran with NAT enabled and NAT disabled. The results 

are recorded in Table 12: 

 

Table 11 Firewall throughput with 1, 100 and 1000 policies 

Test no NAT (Mb/s) NAT (Mb/s) 

Stateful firewall throughput 1 policy 1900 1890 

Stateful firewall throughput 100 policy 1890 1890 

Stateful firewall throughput 1000 policy 1890 1890 
 

It should be noted that despite the fact that throughput stayed on a high level in this 

testing phase, the virtual firewall GUI slowed down significantly and was nearly unusable 

when there were 100 or more policies in the policy set. GUI performance was also tested 

with a virtual firewall having twice the resources (two vCPUs, 4 GBs of memory), but 

there was no improvement. This issue is suspected to be related to the firewall software 

version used (5.4.1), but it was not tested with other software version.  

 

6.4 Test 2: Stateful Firewall Throughput with Security Services Enabled 

 

In the second test, FTP download was tested with security services (UTM) enabled and 

disabled. The UTM options used were Antivirus, Web Filter, Application Control and IPS. 

All UTM profiles were running with default settings (see Appendix 1, UTM Options). Test-

ing was performed with single firewall policy and with NAT enabled. Network topology in 

 

Figure 34 Hyper-V virtual machines for test 1 
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the second test was identical to the first test. The test was performed from VM1 by con-

necting with FTP to ftp.funet.fi and by downloading a file with the size of 1 Gigabyte. 

Example of a download is visible in Figure 35. 

 

 

The download was performed ten times. As seen in Figure 36, the download speed was 

reported by the FTP client. The download speed average was calculated in three sce-

narios: 

 

- Physical server download speed. 

- VM download speed through VF. 

- VM download speed through VF with security services (UTM) enabled. 

 

The results were recorded in Tables 12-14 and the average download speeds in each 

case were calculated. 

  

 

Figure 35 FTP download 

ftp://ftp.funet.fi/
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Table 12 Baseline for FTP transfer 

Download physical server MB/s Mb/s 

1 82,17 657,36 

2 69,11 552,88 

3 77,83 622,64 

4 79,39 635,12 

5 82,31 658,48 

6 78,75 630 

7 76,72 613,76 

8 79,66 637,28 

9 87,85 702,8 

10 81,01 648,08 

Average 79,48 635,84 
 

Table 13 VM FTP transfer throughput 

Download VM - UTM disabled MB/s Mb/s 

1 78,59 628,72 

2 76,82 614,56 

3 80,68 645,44 

4 77,73 621,84 

5 77,23 617,84 

6 75,52 604,16 

7 76,53 612,24 

8 75,86 606,88 

9 79,45 635,6 

10 78,25 626 

Average 77,666 621,328 
 

Table 14 VM FTP transfer throughput with security services enabled 

Download VM - UTM enabled  MB/s Mb/s 

1 74,85 598,8 

2 75,48 603,84 

3 72,67 581,36 

4 76,63 613,04 

5 75,72 605,76 

6 74,41 595,28 

7 76,88 615,04 

8 77,22 617,76 

9 59,19 473,52 

10 68,46 547,68 

Average 73,151 585,208 
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The results indicate expectedly, that for a virtual host the throughput is less than for a 

physical host, and that the throughput decreases even more when UTM options are en-

abled. 

  

6.5 Test 3: IPSec VPN Throughput 

 

To test the IPSec VPN throughput, a second virtual firewall was installed on the Hyper-

V host. The configuration was identical with first VF, except for IP addressing and VLAN 

numbering. IPSec VPN test topology in physical layer is described in Figure 36. 

 

 

 

Figure 36 IPSec VPN test topology, physical layer 
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 A logical level description of the topology is seen in Figure 37. 

  

 

In order to move VM 2 behind VF 2 the following configuration changes were made: 

 

- VM 2 interface “Eth0” was reconfigured with IP address 192.168.201.50/24.  

- VM 2 interface was tagged to VLAN 30 on “internal-masters-sw”. 

 

After reconfigurations the throughput was measured with iPerf3 between VM 1 (client) 

and VM 2 (server). The test was run three times, each time the VPN tunnel was 

configured with different encryption/authentication combinations. The combinations used 

were: AES256/SHA256, AES128/SHA256 and 3DES/SHA1. Test results for each test 

are recorded in Table 13: 

  

Figure 37 IPSec VPN test topology 
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Table 15 IPSec VPN throughput results 

IPSec encryption/authentication Throughput (Mb/s) 

AES256/SHA256/DH 14 318 

AES128/SHA256/DH 5 443 

3DES/SHA1/DH 2 121 
 

The results show that throughput is best with AES 128 encryption (443 Mb/s), somewhat 

less with AES 256 encryption (218 Mb/s) and significantly less with 3 DES encryption 

(121 Mb/s). 

 

6.6 Test 4: SSL VPN throughput 

 

SSL VPN testing was performed so that (physical) server 2 was acting as the SSL VPN 

client and the iPerf client, virtual firewall was acting as the SSL VPN server and virtual 

machine VM 1 was acting as an iPerf server. SSL VPN client “FortiClient 5.4.1.0840” 

was first installed on the Server 2. Screenshot of the FortiClient software is seen in Figure 

38. 

 

 

Figure 38 Screenshot of SSL VPN client software 
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After SSL VPN client was installed, the connection to virtual firewall was started as 

shown in Figure 39: 

 

 

 

After the connection was established, the throughput between SSL VPN client and VM 

1 was measured by running the iPerf3 test. Figure 40 portrays the SSL VPN traffic flow 

from Server 2 to virtual firewall to VM 1. 

 

 

Figure 39 Active FortiClient SSL VPN connection to virtual firewall 
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In this test, SSL VPN connection between Server 2 and virtual firewall was established 

and  Server 2 received virtual IP from range 10.212.134.200-210. Then, iPerf3 test was 

performed between Server 2 and VM1 (192.168.199.50). 

 
Results of the SSL VPN throughput test are visible in Table 14. 
 

Table 16 SSL VPN throughput 

SSL VPN Throughput (Mb/s) 

 109 
 
As seen from the result, the throughput of 109 Mb/s via SSL VPN connection is almost 

ten times less than theoretical throughput of 1 Gb/s.  

Figure 40 SSL VPN test traffic flow 
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7 Measurement Analysis 

 

In the first part of the testing, the throughput between two VMs was measured. Then the 

virtual firewall was introduced between the VMs and throughput testing was again per-

formed with three policy set sizes (1, 100 and 1000 policies) and with both NAT enabled 

and disabled. The results recorded in Figure 41 show that NAT or policy set size appears 

to have no impact on the firewall throughput. There is only a two-percentage drop ((1-

(1890/1930 Mb/s))*100 = 2 %) in throughput when virtual firewall is between the VMs. 

 

 

In the next testing phase the throughput of was tested when the virtual firewall was run-

ning UTM security services. The test was run with FTP protocol and with only a single 

simultaneous download at a time. Each download was performed ten times and the av-

erage transfer speed was calculated.  The results in Figure 42 show that there is a per-

formance drop of approximately six percentage ((1-(585/621 Mb/s))*100 = 6 %) when 

UTM is enabled. 
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Figure 41 VM to VM throughput 
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In the third testing phase a second virtual firewall was installed on the hypervisor and a 

VPN tunnel was created between firewalls. VM2 was reconfigured so that it was “behind” 

the second VF (see Figure 37). The VPN tunnel between VFs was configured with three 

separate encryption settings, with AES 256, AES 128 and 3DES. Then, iPerf3 testing 

was performed between client (VM1) and server (VM2) with each tunnel configuration 

and results were recorded in Figure 43.  

 

The results show that AES 256 throughput is approximately 30 % less than AES128 

throughput ((1 - (318 / 443 Mb/s))*100 = 28 %). Albeit being simpler algorithm than AES, 

the 3DES throughput is significantly lower compared to AES 128 or AES 256 (121 vs. 

318 or 443 Mb/s) throughput).  
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Figure 42 Throughput with and without UTM security services 
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In the fourth testing phase SSL VPN performance was tested. On virtual firewall the SSL 

VPN feature was configured and SSL VPN plugin was installed on a physical server 

Then, SSL VPN connection was started and iPerf testing was performed (see Figures 

38, 39 and 40). SSL VPN throughput is on the same level as 3DES IPSec VPN tunnel 

throughput (109 vs 121 Mb/s). The throughput is nearly ten times smaller than the base-

line as seen in Figure 44 (109 Mb/s vs. 949 Mb/s).  
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The achieved results demonstrate that firewall throughput diminishes when complexity 

of used firewall features increases. This is expected and shows used testing methodol-

ogy is valid. 

8 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

The use of virtualization technologies is rapidly becoming more popular in organizations 

and enterprises. In many organizations over 75 % of servers are already virtualized 

(Gartner, Inc., 2016). In addition, it can be said that network virtualization techniques 

(such as VLANs and VRFs) are used in nearly all service provider and data center net-

works. The improvement and popularity of virtualization technologies has enabled cloud 

computing.  

 

A large part of organizations have already deployed private clouds and there is a growing 

need to create hybrid cloud deployments. In hybrid clouds, private and public cloud de-

ployments are connected, effectively connecting the organization’s existing private net-

work directly to a public cloud network infrastructure. Virtual and cloud networking envi-

ronments need to be protected with NGFWs like traditional networks. In many cases the 

use of physical NGFWs for this task becomes increasingly complex and expensive. For 

this reason, there is an emerging need and demand for virtual firewalls both in private 

and public cloud deployments. The objective of this thesis was to study virtual firewall 

technology in the perspective of a network service provider. The main focus of the study 

was on evaluating the maturity of virtual firewall technology in a private cloud. This eval-

uation was largely done by performing network throughput benchmarking in various net-

work configurations. The throughput testing scenarios covered four virtual firewall func-

tions: stateful firewall, UTM services, IPSec VPN and SSL VPN. The results of these 

tests is discussed next.  

 

Firstly, the stateful firewall throughput was measured. The results indicate that directing 

VM traffic through a virtual firewall has only a small impact on network throughput. The 

firewall throughput in each test of this test phase was close to 1.9 Gb/s. NAT or the 

number of firewall policies up to 1000 policies had almost no effect on the performance. 

However, the firewall GUI became almost unusable when 100 or more policies were 

configured on the firewall. In CLI, the policy configuration was not affected by the number 

of policies. Therefore, the issue is not critical but rather annoying. The GUI issue needs 

to be investigated more closely with the vendor. In this test, the test traffic was artificially 
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generated with iPerf. Test could be developed further by generating traffic with a protocol 

mix that emulates real life situations. This could be done for example by commercial 

product IxChariot from Ixia Plc.   

 

Secondly, basic UTM throughput of the firewall was tested. Security functions of the vir-

tual firewall were not the focus of this study, but this testing was done as security is an 

inherent part of firewall functionality. The testing was performed by simply enabling de-

fault scan settings in and initiating FTP downloads from the Internet. The results in this 

test phase show there was only six percentage drop in network throughput when UTM 

options were enabled. This result was somewhat surprising, given that in a similar net-

work firewall test performed by an independent testing Miercom, all tested firewalls ex-

perienced a significant performance drop when UTM options were enabled (Miercom, 

Inc., 2015, p. 9). However, it should be noted that throughput was tested only with an 

FTP application and only with one simultaneous download. Therefore, this result is only 

an indication of the performance and as such does not necessarily relate to real world 

usage scenarios. In the future, it would be interesting to study the UTM performance 

more closely with real world traffic. This could be done as part of a proof of concept (PoC) 

deployment for an interested customer. 

 

Thirdly, IPSec VPN throughput of the firewall was evaluated. IPSec VPN tunneling is a 

popular method of securely connecting trusted networks together over untrusted ones 

(i.e. the Internet). VPN tunnel testing was performed by configuring two virtual firewalls 

and creating a tunnel between them. Then, network throughput was measured by run-

ning iPerf traffic via both firewalls and the tunnel. Results show that IPSec VPN through-

put is comparable to many lower end Fortigate models when AES 256 or AES 128 en-

cryption is used (see Appendix 2). Interestingly, it was found that 3DES encrypted IPSec 

VPN performance was significantly lower. After research it was found that 3DES is 

deemed to be a legacy, not so secure encryption method (Cisco, Inc., 2012). Therefore, 

it is recommended to avoid using 3DES encryption in virtual firewall VPN tunnel deploy-

ments and use AES encryption instead.  

 

Fourthly, SSL VPN throughput of the virtual firewall was tested. SSL VPN is a technology 

that provides secured remote access to network resources. The traffic from remote user 

is tunneled over untrusted network (Internet) and tunnel is secured with SSL or TLS 

encryption. In the test, an SSL VPN connection was created between a client machine 

and virtual firewall. Then, iPerf test was performed via the SSL VPN tunnel. As a result 
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in this test, the average throughput recorded was 109 Mb/s. Again, this result is compa-

rable to many low-end Fortigate models (see Appendix 2). Both IPSec and SSL VPN 

tests could be further enhanced by evaluating the performance when several tunnels are 

simultaneously active, and when there is more load on the firewall. 

 

In conclusion, the results show that virtual firewall throughput performance is close to 

same vendors’ (Fortinet) low-end network firewalls. In addition, it was found that virtual 

firewall deployment and configuration was practical and straightforward. No major issues 

were encountered in any part of the deployment. It can be said that virtual firewall net-

work performance is feasible and the technology is ready for production use. The devel-

oped test method can be replicated in other deployment scenarios, e.g. when measuring 

performance of virtual firewalls deployed in Microsoft Azure or in Amazon Web Services 

public clouds.  

 

For further research, it would be interesting to measure the throughput with more re-

sources allocated on the firewall. Now the testing was performed with only one resource 

configuration. In this study, only network throughput measurement was included in the 

scope. The performance evaluation would have been more comprehensive if other 

benchmarks were measured as well. Also, it would be interesting to compare virtual 

against a physical firewall appliance. Now the virtual firewall performance was only com-

pared to the theoretical performance values reported by the vendor. 
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Appendix 1: UTM Options configuration 

 

Fortigate VM64-HV, software version 5.4.1 

 

VF (root) # show antivirus profile 

config antivirus profile 

    edit "default" 

        set comment "Scan files and block viruses." 

        set inspection-mode proxy 

        config http 

            set options scan 

        end 

        config ftp 

            set options scan 

        end 

        config imap 

            set options scan 

            set executables virus 

        end 

        config pop3 

            set options scan 

            set executables virus 

        end 

        config smtp 

            set options scan 

            set executables virus 

        end 

    next 

end 

 

VF (root) # show webfilter profile default 

config webfilter profile 

    edit "default" 

        set comment "Default web filtering." 

        config ftgd-wf 
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            unset options 

            config filters 

                edit 1 

                    set category 2 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 2 

                    set category 7 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 3 

                    set category 8 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 4 

                    set category 9 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 5 

                    set category 11 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 6 

                    set category 12 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 7 

                    set category 13 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 8 

                    set category 14 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 9 
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                    set category 15 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 10 

                    set category 16 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 11 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 12 

                    set category 57 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 13 

                    set category 63 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 14 

                    set category 64 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 15 

                    set category 65 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 16 

                    set category 66 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 17 

                    set category 67 

                    set action warning 

                next 

                edit 18 
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                    set category 26 

                    set action block 

                next 

                edit 19 

                    set category 61 

                    set action block 

                next 

                edit 20 

                    set category 86 

                    set action block 

                next 

                edit 21 

                    set category 88 

                    set action block 

                next 

            end 

        end 

    next 

end 

 

 

VF (root) #  show application list default 

config application list 

    edit "default" 

        set comment "Monitor all applications." 

        config entries 

            edit 1 

                set action pass 

            next 

        end 

    next 

end 

 

 

VF (root) # show ips sensor default 
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config ips sensor 

    edit "default" 

        set comment "Prevent critical attacks." 

        config entries 

            edit 1 

                set severity medium high critical 

            next 

        end 

    next 

end 
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Appendix 2: Fortigate Network Firewall Performance Values 

 

 


